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mechanism-inspired microlattice
metamaterial was designed.
 The metamaterial’s strength, stiffness
and energy absorption ability were
enhanced.
 Large-scale metamaterial was 3D
printed and applied to a micro aerial
vehicle (MAV).
 The MAV shows greatly increased
flight duration with considerable
weight reduction.
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a b s t r a c t
The rapid advancement in CAD and 3D printing technology have brought the rise of mechanical metamaterials which inspired from nature and have optimized microstructural features to exhibit superior
mechanical properties over conventional materials for various structural applications. Here, by adopting
dual-phase strengthening mechanism in crystallography, we proposed a microlattice strengthening strategy which incorporates stretching-dominated octet-truss (OCT) units as the second phase particles into
the diagonal planes of the bending-dominated body-centered cubic (BCC) lattice matrix, to form an anisotropic OCT-BCC lattice. The OCT-BCC dual-phase microlattice possess superior specific compressive
strengths that are ~300% and 600% higher than BCC microlattices along its horizontal direction and longitudinal direction, respectively, accompanied with a significant increase in stiffness and energy
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absorption as well. Moreover, a large-scale OCT-BCC lattice metamaterial with dimensions up to 5.0 cm
 2.0 cm  1.0 cm was successfully manufactured and integrated into a micro aerial vehicle (MAV). The
metamaterial-integrated MAV has an airframe that is ~65% lighter than its bulk counterpart, resulting in a
significant increase (~40%) in flight duration. This work not only provides an effective metamaterial
enhancement design strategy, but also promotes the practical application of large-scale 3D printed metamaterial in the field of micro unmanned aerial vehicle.
Ó 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

compressive specific strengths of the OCT-BCC dual-phase microlattice were increased by ~300% and ~600% along its horizontal
direction and longitudinal direction, respectively. The enhanced
strength is also accompanied by a significant improvement of
energy absorption ability. Furthermore, to demonstrate the scalability of the manufacturing process [44] and the practical application potential of this advanced dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice,
we manufactured large scale OCT-BCC microlattice with dimensions up to 5.0 cm  2.0 cm  1.0 cm, and successfully integrated
it into a micro aerial vehicle (MAV) which causes a 65% reduction
in airframe weight, consequently increasing flight duration by
~40%. This work not only proposes an effective metamaterial
enhancement design method, but also demonstrates the practical
application potential of 3D printed metamaterials in the field of
UAVs.

1. Introduction
Mechanical metamaterials represent a new class of promising
advanced materials which can customize its mechanical performance by changing their geometric and microstructural parameters [1–6]. Mechanical metamaterials such as microlattices have
the ability to exhibit numerous desirable mechanical properties
such as lightweight, high specific strength, and high energy
absorption, demonstrating their application potential in the areas
of medical implants [7–12], sports equipment [13] and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) [14,15], etc. Due to the precise geometric
features and the complexity of the hierarchical structures, fabrication of microlattices is highly challenging for the traditional
manufacturing methods. In the recent years, high resolution 3D
printing technology has enabled the manufacture of large-scale
microlattices with highly precise and intricate geometries
[16–21]. Nevertheless, typical microlattices with periodic unit cells
often exhibit insufficient mechanical properties, hindering their
broad practical applications. By learning from nature, various
design
strategies
such
as
bio-inspired
[22–25]
and
crystallography-inspired [26–29] strategies have been proposed,
bringing about potential strategies for the strengthening of metamaterials [20,30,31].
For crystallography-inspired designs, there are already classic
lattices such as body-centered cubic (BCC), face-centered cubic
(FCC), octet-truss (OCT) lattice materials [28,32–35], etc. which
have been adopted for engineering applications. In contrast to
the classical single-phase lattices composed of a periodic arrangement of a single type of unit cell geometry, researchers have
recently proposed multi-phase lattices consisting of multiple unit
cell designs [31,36–38]. The multi-phase metamaterials are often
inspired by the strengthening mechanisms in crystallography. For
example, inspired by the isotropy groups in crystals undergoing a
phase change, Vangelatos et al. [31] designed a metamaterial
through assembling three-compound octahedrons in different
placement directions to tailor its buckling and stiffening. Additionally, inspired by the precipitation hardening in crystallography, Yin
et al. [36] developed dual-phase mechanical metamaterial composites with improved strength and energy absorption capability.
Zhao et al. [37] proposed a dual-layer lattice composed of a cubic
lattice core and G7 lattice shell which can exhibit higher fatigue
strength and higher energy absorption than their single-phase
counterparts. Pham et al. [38] incorporated the combinational metallurgical strengthening mechanisms in alloy design including
grain-size effect, precipitation, and multiphase hardening to
develop multi-phase metamaterials with robust and damagetolerant features. The superior mechanical properties demonstrated by the prior works on crystal-inspired metamaterials
implies that it could be an effective strategy to improve the
mechanical properties through dual-phase strengthening.
Here, inspired by the dual-phase strengthening mechanism in
crystallography [39], we proposed an enhancement strategy for
BCC microlattice by incorporating OCT cells as the second phase
‘‘precipitates” into the 45° diagonal planes of BCC lattice ‘‘matrix”
[4,40–43]. Compared with the original BCC matrix, the

2. Method
2.1. Design and manufacturing
The lattice models were established by SolidWorksTM. According to the structures of the BCC cells and OCT cells, the positions
of the vertices of the structure were determined through 3dimentional coordinates based on mechanical consideration and
then connected to form the complete 3D printing model. A highresolution PlSL 3D printer Nano ArchTM S140 (BMF Material Technology Inc.) and a photosensitive polymer (mainly consist of acyclic acid) were applied to print the mechanical samples. During
printing, layer thickness was set as 10 lm, and the exposure intensity was set at 40. The exposure time of the first 5 layers which
stick to the printing plane was set as 15 s to provide better support
for the sample, from layer 6th on, the exposure time was set as
10 s. The printed samples were quickly cleaned by ethanol to
remove the remaining resin and were placed in a vacuum drying
box with silica gel desiccant until dry. The average weight of the
BCC microlattice samples was 0.0058  10-3 kg, with an average
overall size of 4.54 mm  4.54 mm  2.12 mm. The average weight
of the OCT-BCC microlattice samples was 0.0954  10-3 kg, with an
average overall size of 10.12 mm  10.12 mm  4.51 mm. The
weight and dimensions were used to calculate the compressive
specific stresses. Moreover, an extra BCC lattice and an extra
OCT-BCC lattice were coated with conductive Ag thin film by sputtering machine for morphology observation by a field emission
scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEITM Quanta FEG 450).
2.2. Mechanical testing
Compression experiments on the original BCC microlattice and
the optimized OCT-BCC microlattice were conducted by a micro
testing system (GatanTM Microtest) with a strain rate of
8  104 s1, shown in Fig. 2b. BCC microlattice sample was put
on the side of the indenter in horizontal direction (with a section
size of 4.54 mm  2.12 mm), which in contact with the indenter.
The anisotropic OCT-BCC microlattices were placed in both
2
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and stiffness over bending-dominated lattices [32]. Thus, in this
work, stretching-dominated OCT structure was chosen as the
stronger particles to reinforce the bending-dominated BCC matrix.
Fig. 1a shows the overall design strategy of the dual-phase OCTBCC microlattice unit. As shown in Fig. 1a, 5  5  5 BCC cells (5
cells arrayed in each dimension) with strut diameter of 61 lm
were arrayed to make a BCC unit with overall dimensions of 2.8
mm  2.8 mm  2.8 mm, and OCT cells with the same strut diameter and cell size were introduced into the diagonal planes of the
BCC matrix as the second-phase particles to form an OCT-BCC
microlattice. As the 45° diagonal planes are usually the slip plane
in a BCC unit under compression, introducing the stronger OCT
cells as second-phase particles into the 45° diagonal planes of
the BCC matrix should effectively prevent/retard the slip and catastrophic fracture of matrix BCC lattice along its 45°directions, which
would result in a strengthening effect. Additionally, to demonstrate the scalability of the manufacturing process and practical
application potential, a large-scale OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial with dimensions of 5.0 cm  2.0 cm  1.0 cm was manufactured (Fig. 1b) and incorporated into the airframe of a MAV
(Fig. 1e).

horizontal direction (direction 1, abbreviated as d1 in Figs. 2c and
3a, with a section size of 10.12 mm  4.51 mm) and longitudinal
direction (direction 2, abbreviated as d2 in Figs. 2c and 3a, with a
section size of 10.12 mm  10.12 mm). Each experiment was
repeated at least three times.
2.3. Finite element analysis
Finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted by using ABAQUS/
Explicit commercial package to study the strengthening mechanism and the deformation process of the original BCC microlattice
and the optimized OCT-BCC microlattice under applied pressure. A
2-node linear beam in space B31 was used, and at least 5 elements
were set on each rib to guarantee good convergence of results.
Poisson’s ratio of the base material was assumed to be 0.3. An ideal
elastic-plastic constitutive relationship of the base material was
adopted in the calculations and proportional loads were adopted.
2.4. OCT-BCC lattice application and flight experiments
A large-scale OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial with dimensions of 5.0 cm  2.0 cm  1.0 cm was fabricated as shown in
Fig. 1b. Solid MAV airframe parts and lightweight OCT-BCC microlattices MAV airframe parts were designed, manufactured and
installed as shown in Fig. 4. And the weight of the 3D printed airframe parts, the overall MAV weights, the hovering power consumptions, and the flight durations of both MAVs installed with
four-part solid airframe and OCT-BCC microlattice airframe were
measured and compared.

3.2. Mechanical analysis
3.2.1. Mechanical behaviors of the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice
Fig. 2 shows the 3D-printed microlattices and their mechanical
testing results. Fig. 2a shows the BCC lattice sample and the OCTBCC lattice sample printed by the high-resolution Projection
micro-stereolithography (PlSL) 3D printer Nano ArchTM S140
(BMF Material Technology Inc.). The uniform beam width and the
clear geometry features of these samples indicate good printing
quality. Fig. 2b shows the compression test on a 3D printed OCTBCC microlattice conducted by the micro testing system (GatanTM
Microtest) along its direction 1 (horizontal direction, with section
size of 10.12 mm  4.51 mm, abbreviated as d1 in Fig. 2c).
Fig. 2c shows the compressive specific stress (defined as the ratio
of compressive stress to the lattice apparent density) - strain
curves of the original BCC microlattice and the OCT-BCC microlattice along its direction 1 and direction 2 (longitudinal direction,
with section size of 10.12 mm  10.12 mm, abbreviated as d2 in
Fig. 2c). According to Fig. 2b, the compressive specific

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Design and manufacturing of the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice
metamaterial
Dual-phase strengthening mechanism refers to the strengthening caused by the dispersion of strong and hard particles hindering
the movement of dislocations in a softer matrix [45–49]. To obtain
desired reinforcement effect, the reinforce phase should be typically stronger than the matrix phase. According to Deshpande
et al., stretching-dominated lattices possess superior strength

BCC cell

a

b

OCT cell
original BCC unit

designed
esigned OCT-BCC unit
un

dual-phase OCT-BCC metamaterial

inspired

c

500nm
45 slip of BCC lattice

dual-phase strengthening

MAV with lightweight airframe

Fig. 1. Design, manufacturing, and application of the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial: a) Design strategy; b) The large-scale dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice
metamaterial with dimensions up to 5.0 cm  2.0 cm  1.0 cm; c) The MAV constructed with a four-part lightweight dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice airframe.
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OCT-BCC

d1

BCC

Strain
Fig. 2. Sample morphology and mechanical testing. a) 3D printed OCT-BCC microlattice and BCC microlattice; b) Exhibition of the compression test on a 3D printed OCT-BCC
microlattice along its direction 1; c) Experimental compressive specific stress-strain curves of the 3D printed BCC microlattice and dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice along its
two directions.

that the simulated stress plateaus of the specific stress-strain
curves, especially for that of the OCT-BCC lattice compressed along
direction 1, exhibited more fluctuations than the experimental
results. This difference may be caused by the difference between
the actual printing material properties and the ideal material properties set by the simulation.

stress-strain curve of the BCC microlattice exhibits no obvious
yield stage, directly entering a stress plateau after the elastic deformation stage and the plastic deformation stages. On the other
hand, the compressive specific stress-strain curves of OCT-BCC
microlattice on both directions show apparent yield phenomenon.
It is well accepted that the improvement of compressive
strength and stiffness is one of the characteristics of the dualphase strengthening [46–49]. According to Fig. 2c, compared with
the compressive specific strength of the original BCC lattice of
1 kPam3kg1, the compressive specific strength of OCT-BCC lattice
along direction 1 and direction 2 are 4 kPam3kg1 and 6.8 kPam3kg1, respectively. This represents an increase by ~300% and
~600% along direction 1 and direction 2, indicating significant
enhancement effect of the adopted design strategy we proposed.
Additionally, the compressive stiffnesses of the dual-phase OCTBCC lattice along direction 1 and direction 2 increased by ~250%
and 300%, respectively, compared with that of the original BCC lattice. Moreover, based on the area under the specific stress-strain
curve up to the densification strain, we can confirm that the specific energy absorption of the OCT-BCC lattice in both compression
directions is much higher than that of the original BCC lattice. On
the one hand, it is because of the stronger OCT cells were originally
of higher energy absorption ability than the BCC cells [32,40]. And
one the other hand, the introducing of the OCT cells constrained
the deformation of the BCC matrix, which leaded to additional
energy absorption [36].
To verify the reliability of the enhancement effect obtained
from the experiments, we also obtained the compressive specific
stress-strain curves through FEA as shown in Fig. 3a. In simulation,
the original BCC microlattice shows a compressive specific strength
of 1.4 kPam3kg1, while the specific compressive strengths of the
OCT-BCC microlattice along both direction 1 and direction 2 are
3.2 kPam3kg1 and 6.2 kPam3kg1, respectively. Therefore, the
simulated compressive specific strengths as well as their enhancement efficiencies is in good agreement with the experimental
results. These consistencies, especially the consistency of the
enhancement efficiency of the OCT-BCC lattice in the two directions, demonstrated the reliability of the enhancement effect of
the OCT-BCC lattice obtained from experiments. We also noticed

3.2.2. Reinforcement mechanism analysis
Here, we will explain the reasons for the observed significant
reinforcement of the OCT-BCC lattice along its two directions from
the following two aspects: On one hand, as mechanical properties
are highly related with deformation modes, we can explain this
dual-phase lattice enhancement mechanism by comparing the
deformation modes of the OCT-BCC lattice and the BCC lattice during compression. Fig. 3b shows the compressive deformation
behavior of the original BCC microlattice, from both simulation
and experiment. Fig. 3c and 3d shows the compressive deformation behaviors of the OCT-BCC lattice along direction 1 and direction 2, from both simulation and experiment. As shown in
Fig. 3b-3d, there is no obvious brittle failure demonstrated by both
the BCC lattice and OCT-BCC lattice (direction 1 and direction 2). As
we mentioned in 3.1, the stretching-dominated OCT structure was
introduced into the diagonal of the bending-dominated BCC matrix
to reinforce the weaker BCC matrix. Due to the difference in deformation behavior between OCT units and BCC units, the existence of
the OCT units would effectively change and disrupt the original
load transfer route and the deformation pattern of the BCC matrix.
From Fig. 3b, we can clearly see that the compressive deformation
of the BCC lattice was concentrated at its diagonal planes. And
according to Fig. 3c, we can see that the squeeze and collapse first
occurred on the BCC cells, then the OCT cells touched together with
each other and line up neatly, due to the collapse of BCC cells. After
that, the OCT cells in contact with each other began to be compressed and deformed. Compared with the BCC microlattice which
has a deformation concentrate on its diagonal as shown in Fig. 3b,
due to the obstruction caused by the stronger OCT cells, the deformation along diagonal planes were not observed in the OCT-BCC
lattice, while occurs a more gradual, layer-by-layer like deformation behavior (Fig. 3c and d). Due to the constrained deformation
4
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E
q
¼C
qs
Es

a

Specific stress (kPa·m3·kg-1)

of the BCC lattice and presence of strong OCT units along its stress
concentrated regions, the OCT-BCC lattice exhibits both higher
specific stiffness, strength, and energy absorption.
As can be seen from the top view of the compression direction 2
(Fig. 3e), the OCT-BCC lattice is essentially an array of OCT columnar pillars surrounded by BCC pillars. Since the OCT column and
the BCC column have the same unit height and overall height,
the stronger and stiffer OCT cells will mainly be responsible for
resisting the compression force. It is also important to note that
when the OCT column was subjected to a certain compressive
strain, the BCC column would undergo the same compressive
strain. Unlike in direction 1 where the BCC unit cells tend to collapse first before the OCT cells and pull each other, the equal strain
in the OCT and BCC unit columns produces an even smoother
deformation behavior in direction 2, thereby saved energy consumption and resulted in higher specific stiffness, strength, and
energy absorption. This deformation behavior is further confirmed
by the simulation results.
On the other hand, we can utilize the Gibson–Ashby model to
explain the dual-phase lattice enhancement mechanism. According
to the theoretic Gibson–Ashby model, the effective Young’s modulus and the relative density have the relation [28]:

where E and Es are the effective Young’s modulus of the lattice and
the Young’s modulus of the base material; q and qs are the densities
of the lattice and the base material, respectively. For the BCC lattice,
C ¼ 0:1697, n ¼ 1:9311 [40]. While, for the OCT lattice, C ¼ 0:2,
n ¼ 1 [32]. The relative density of the OCT-BCC is measured using
SolidworksTM. From Fig. 3f, we can see that the effective Young’s
modulus of the OCT-BCC in direction 1 and the relative density
has the relation:

 1:526
Ed1
q
¼ 0:1433
qs
Es
We can see that the effective Young’s modulus of the OCT-BCC
in direction 1 is much higher than that of the original BCC lattice.
While seen from Fig. 3g, the effective Young’s modulus of the
OCT-BCC in direction 2 is larger than its direction 1, and has the
relation:

 1:336
Ed2
q
¼ 0:1946
qs
Es

b

OCT-BCC d2

=40%

OCT-BCC d1
=40%
BCC

Strain
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E/Es
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Fig. 3. The FEA results and the deformation processes of the BCC microlattice and the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice. a) FEA results of the compressive specific stress-strain
curves of the 3D printed BCC microlattice and dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice; b) Experimental and simulation deformation processes of the BCC microlattice; c) and the
dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice along its direction 1; d) and direction 2; e) Top view of the compression direction 2 of the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice; f) Simulation
results of the effective young’s modulus of the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice along its direction 1; g) and direction 2.
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e
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f

solid airframe
flight duration: 189s

lattice airframe
flight duration: 266s

Fig. 4. Dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial applied on a MAV. a) The weight of only one solid MAV airframe part; b) The weight of three dual-phase OCT-BCC
microlattice MAV airframe parts; c) Magnified dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice MAV airframe part; d) Lightweight MAV installed with four-part dual-phase OCT-BCC
microlattice airframe; e) Top view of the dual-phase OCT-BCC cylinder in c); f) The hovering performance and the flight duration of the MAVs installed with 3D printed solid
airframe; g) and 3D printed dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice airframe.

consumption and flight duration between two MAVs composed
of solid airframe and OCT-BCC lattice airframe, as illustrated in
Fig. 4f to g. During hovering, we observed that the root mean
square of errors (RMSEs) of the hovering position during controlled
flights of both MAVs were within 2 cm, demonstrating that both
MAVs possessed satisfactory hovering performance. During hovering, the measured power consumption of the lightweight MAV
made with the OCT-BCC lattice was ~9.45 W, while the power consumption of the MAV installed with solid airframe was ~10.92 W,
which represents a ~14% reduction. Furthermore, the flight duration of the MAV installed with the OCT-BCC microlattice airframe
was ~266 s (Supplementary Video S1, replayed at 10 times speed),
~40% longer compared with the flight duration of the MAV
installed with the solid airframe (~189 s). The difference between
the power consumption reduction ratio and flight endurance
enhancement ratio is mainly caused by the fact that the practical
battery capacity is dependent on the discharge rate. The larger propelling thrust and associated increased current required by the
MAV installed with the solid airframe further reduced the flight
duration [59–64]. These results show that the introduction of the
OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial to MAVs would highly benefit
the weight reduction and flight duration increment of the MAVs,
which is of great significance for promoting the practical applications of MAVs.
It’s also worth mentioning that many existing works of applying 3D printing lattices to UAVs are limited to the design and
printing capability for advanced lattice components and has limited enhancement as demonstrated in field tests [51,57–59]. Moreover, these existing works cannot be applied to these emerging
MAVs due to the microlattice manufacturing challenge and insufficient printing resolution. Our work demonstrated the highresolution micro manufacturing by PuSL, as well as the significant
effect on weight reduction and power saving, thus should be of
significance for promoting the practical application of highresolution 3D printed microlattice metamaterial in the field of
mini/micro UAVs.

The above two equations illustrate the mechanical property
enhancement of the OCT-BCC analytically.
3.3. Application of the dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial
on a micro aerial vehicle
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have broad application potential in civil, military, reconnaissance, rescue and entertainment
[50–52]. However, the insufficient flight duration of the UAVs,
especially the small-sized type with current battery limitation,
micro aerial vehicles (MAVs), greatly limits their practical application scenarios such as long-distance flight and task/operation time
duration. Reducing the weight of a MAV is thus an effective
method for enhancing its flight duration as the required thrust of
the MAV during flight would decrease, consequently reducing
power consumption which prolong the battery life [53–56]. The
application of 3D printed microlattices which are lightweight,
robust, and with higher structural efficiency, is a promising way
for MAV weight reduction [51,57–59]. Furthermore, microlattices
are also beneficial for MAV heat dissipation, and their outstanding
energy absorption capability could help MAVs to resist impact and
collisions [60,61]. As our dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial is not only lightweight and robust, but also has good
energy absorption capacity which could help UAVs to resist impact
and collisions during flight, it is a suitable material for the MAVs.
As shown in Fig. 1b, to demonstrate the large-scale formability
and the practical application potential of this advanced dual-phase
OCT-BCC metamaterial, we manufactured a large-scale OCT-BCC
microlattice metamaterial with dimensions up to 5.0 cm  2.0 cm
 1.0 cm, and applied it into a four-part airframe of a MAV, as illustrated in Fig. 4. It can be found in the figure that the weight of three
OCT-BCC lattice MAV parts was 3.44 g (Fig. 4b), which is a ~65%
weight reduction compared with the weight of only one solid
MAV part (3.31 g, Fig. 4a). After the airframes (each airframe consists of four parts) were installed (the two MAVs are identical
except for the airframes), the weight of the entire MAV constructed
with the solid airframe was 49.4 g, whereas the weight of the MAV
with the OCT-BCC microlattice airframe was 40.6 g, showing a
~18% overall weight reduction.
To quantify the impact of the application of OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial on the flight performance of the MAV, we performed flight experiments and compared the hovering power

4. Conclusions
This work adopted the dual-phase strengthening mechanism in
crystallography to guide the design and manufacturing of robust
lightweight microlattice metamaterials. By introducing the OCT
6
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cells as the second-phase particles into the BCC matrix, we
obtained OCT-BCC microlattice which shows considerably
increased compressive specific strengths along its horizontal direction and longitudinal direction (~300% and ~600%, respectively), as
well as highly improved stiffness and energy absorption ability.
Moreover, a large-scale OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial with
dimensions up to 5.0 cm  2.0 cm  1.0 cm was successfully manufactured and applied into a MAV. The MAV incorporated with the
dual-phase OCT-BCC microlattice metamaterial shows a ~65%
reduction in airframe weight, resulting in a ~40% increase in flight
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